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VISION
To be a leading management institution
that contributes to the development of
business and society through excellence
in grooming leadership, entrepreneurial
talent and research.

MISSION
Create intellectual capital in terms of
scholarly and practice-oriented research
relevant to its evolving techno-civilization
context.
Foster a worldview that promotes diversity,
inclusion, and ethical participation in the
interconnected world of business.
Forge meaningful partnerships with
industry, academia, government, and social
sectors such that sustainable businesses are
built fulfilling the collective needs of various
stakeholders and the society.
Promote a culture of academic excellence
benchmarked against the best institutions in
its peer group.

IMT GHAZIABAD:
NOW
As years pass by, as the number of feather adds to its wings, as the pride
of being alma mater of so many high achievers adds power to its engine,
the Institute flies. Institute of Management Technology Ghaziabad is
flying. Having a very modest beginning in 1980, the Institute is now
counted among those Institutions in the country, which are known to be
offering top class management education appropriate for contemporary
context. Its belief that managerial competencies must be married to
technology to ensure most impactful management practices works as a
guiding principle for all of its offerings. The programs are curated
appropriately for the evolving skill needs of the business world. Having
smart campus with ultra-modern academic facilities, deep corporate
engagement, intensive international connect, faculty with very rich
experience in industry and academics, added with vibrant campus life
ensure a holistic approach in grooming the students for the challenging
career. An enabling academic environment coupled with action orientation in teaching – learning process make IMT an irresistible destination
for budding corporate leaders.
IMT Ghaziabad has been accorded a global recognition by Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), a widely acknowledged international accreditation body for global B-Schools, by extending its accreditation to the Institute in April 2021 for a further period of
five years. The Institute has also been accredited in September 2020 for
five years by SAQS, an international accreditation body for B-Schools in
South Asia. Most importantly, IMT Ghaziabad is one of only four private
B-Schools in the country to be accorded Graded Autonomy in Category
I (highest grade) by AICTE in November 2020.

IMT Ghaziabad has now grown significantly in terms of
number of students, sophisticated hostel facilities,
state-of-the-art auditorium, new academic building having
fifteen classrooms with modern facilities for
teaching-learning processes, learning resources, software
and databases.

IMT Ghaziabad has twelve
Bloomberg Terminals for use of
students and faculty, an emerging
technology lab and business
simulation games like Capstone
etc.
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ADVANCED MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM FOR ALUMNI
Alumni happens to be one of the pillars of strength for any academic institution.
IMT Ghaziabad is no different. Achievements of alumni and their contributions to the
world in various capacities add credibility to their alma mater. At the same point of time,
through this linkage, they are benefited from the brand credibility of the institute.
In order to strengthen this chain of mutual advantages and facilitate its alumni update necessary skill set to move up the ladder in their career, IMT Ghaziabad is planning to play the
role of a catalyst by offering a mid-career reskilling program to its alumni. This program will
not only get the alumni back to campus to relive the nostalgic days, but also will create
opportunity of learning from experts and from each other.
IMT Ghaziabad is launching a unique one of its kind re-skilling program for its alumni titled
Advanced Management Program for Alumni (AMPA). Realizing that the upskilling need
could be different at different stages of their career, the Program is being offered to three
different cohorts of alumni based on their post-PGDM experience, each addressing a different set of skill needs appropriate for the stage of the career.

The three cohorts are defined as follows:

01

Cohort I

02

Cohort II

03

Cohort III

Alumni having Post-PGDM experience of more than 5 years but less than
10 years

Alumni having Post-PGDM experience of more than 10 years but less than
15 Years

Alumni having Post-PGDM experience of more than 15 years

IMT recognizes that:
Executive and managers, under pressure to evolve with rapid advancement in
technology and their dynamic work environment across industries and geographies,
need to reskill (often several times) in their professional career.
Peer to peer interaction should be augmented beyond two year stay during MBA
program and develop broader professional network among peers.
Keeping these in mind, IMT commits to promote a lifelong learning among its alumni and
invites IMTians to tune in to the classes, one more time, without taking time off from the
work.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Blended method of delivery, online courses and offline workshop
Specifically curated Advanced Management Program for a Cohort
Offering a rich and diverse set of topics
72 hours program across three modules including three workshops
Learning in comfort of a cohesive community
Peer connect and interactions
Building confidence and skillsets to grow in your business career
Upskilling of knowledge, skills and capabilities
50% program delivery by senior industry experts and foreign faculty
IMT Ghaziabad re-certification

WHY SHOULD YOU
JOIN THE PROGRAM?
Learn latest business practices, insights and trends
Explore your strengths and challenges and develop a leadership philosophy
To learn the skills highly essential to act more decisively and strategically in an atmosphere of uncertainty and complexity
Build a strong network of peers to expand your career prospects
Reskill yourself to evolve with rapid advancement in technology and
latest developments in business environment, innovation, finance,
strategy etc.

PROGRAM
ARCHITECTURE

The Program architecture is divided into three modules covering following three
domains:
- Module I: Business Environment
- Module II: Banking and Finance
- Module III: Technology as Tool for Business
In each module, an alumni need to study three courses of six hour each and thus complete 18 hours of courses in each module. In addition to the 18 hours, they will be
offered a 6-hours workshop in each module wherein they will be required to stay in
campus for a couple of days. The sessions and workshops will be held on Saturdays
and/or Sundays.
A participant will have to complete 24 hours in each of the three modules and thus, a
total of 72 hours across three modules, to be awarded an IMT Ghaziabad Certificate in
Advanced Management. Also at the end of each module, a micro certificate will be
awarded. Credit accumulation would be key to the process.

An important Point:
While a participant is expected to complete entire certificate program in six-seven months,
under circumstances beyond his/her control, he/she may be allowed to carry forward credit
from a module/course and complete the program at the earliest possible opportunity.

Following are an indicative list of courses and workshop topics under each of the modules
for each of the Cohorts (Actual offering will be notified before the start of program)
Cohort 1 (with Post PGDM experience of 5‐9 years)
Module 1‐ Business Environment and Strategy (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Non-Market Environment and Business Decision Making
Evolutions in Global Economy and Business Churn
Market and Non-market Strategy
Emerging Global Trade Dynamics
Behavioral Economics and Customer Preferences
Workshop on Strategy Simulation

Module 2 ‐Banking and Finance (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Wealth management
Money market
Capital markets
Credit analysis and rating
Asset securitization
Finance Lab with Bloomberg

Module 3‐ Technology as Tool for Business (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Analytics in business (using R)
No coding analytics platform(AWS)
People Analytics
Social Media Analytics
Leveraging FinTech in Business
Blockchain based innovation
Workshop at Analytics Lab

Cohort 2 ( with Post‐PGDM experience of 10‐14 years)
Module 1‐ Business Environment and Strategy (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Emerging Global Trade Dynamics
Impact of Geopolitics on Global Trade.
Government as a Demand Driver
The Paradigm 4.0-Industry Response
Country Risk Assessment
Workshop on Country Risk Assessment

Module 2 ‐Banking and Finance (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Strategic cost management
Private equity and venture capital
Mergers and acquisitions
Balanced scorecard
Value chain analysis
Workshop at Finance Lab

Module 3‐ Technology as Tool for Business (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Blockchain based innovation
Analytics in business (using MS Azure/ AWS)
Leading an Agile Workforce Transformation
AI based Business Models
Service outsourcing and vendor management for digitization
Workshop at Emerging Technology for Business Lab

Cohort 3 (With Post‐PGDM experience of 15+ years)
Module 1‐ Business Environment and Strategy (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Leading Business Transformation
Public Private Partnership
Change Management
Entrepreneurial DNA
Stakeholder Management
Workshop on Innovation

Module 2 ‐Banking and Finance (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Corporate governance and shareholder's activism
Entrepreneurial finance
Prudential regulation
Sustainable finance
Financial inclusion
Workshop on a Finance Topic customized to the need of the participants

Module 3‐ Technology as Tool for Business (Any Three: 6 hours each)
Digital Transformation Strategies
Strategic Decisions with analytics
Strategic AI
Art of Data Science
Informed Intuition
Workshop on Design Thinking

REGISTRATION
PROCESS
The programs will be offered twice in a year and the respective registration will begin in
July and January every year. The corresponding courses will begin in September and April
respectively.

1

Check Registration
Requirements

2

Make sure all documents
are ready to upload.

3

Make Payment
Make Payment Either
through Credit / Debit
Card or Net Banking

Registration Form: www.imt.edu/ampa-apply/

Fill Online
Registration Form
www.imt.edu/ampa-apply/

4

Course
commencement
Course starts in
September, 2021

KNOW MORE
ABOUT THE
PROGRAM

FEES STRUCTURE
The fees for the program is highly subsidised and the fees for the entire program will
be Rs.20000/- (plus applicable GST) per participant.

DIRECTOR’S
MESSAGE

The modern business era is evolving continuously and
rapidly. This era is characterised by continuous
innovation, high degree of obsolescence, ever
changing consumer needs, continuously expanding
choices
and
preferences,
multi-dimensional
competitive forces, high degree of technological
intervention, and what not. This is an era when every
action of an individual can be captured, analysed and
used in making business decisions. This is an era
when man has to upskill continuously and hone the
creative and innovative acumen to remain above
machine all the time, lest they be obsolete.
IMT Ghaziabad, as a responsible B-School,
understands its role in grooming and reskilling its
students, past and present to progress in their careers
as well as make the necessary career advancements.
The Advanced Management Program for Alumni
(AMPA) is a unique and a first of a kind program in
the country that aims at creating upskilling
opportunities for its senior alumni. It is also an
opportunity for them to come back to their alma
mater and spend some time in nostalgia, also
reconnect with the network of alumni.
I welcome you back to the campus and to this unique
opportunity to learn, evolve and connect!

Dr. Subhajit Bhattacharyya
Director, IMT Ghaziabad

Connect with us:
Ms. Sudha Ramaswamy
0120-4083378
ampa@imt.edu
www.imt.edu/ampa/

Institute of Management Technology
Raj Nagar, Post Box No. 137
Ghaziabad, Delhi NCR 201001, India

